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A  PLANAR  FACE  ON THE  UNIT  SPHERE  OF THE
MULTIPLIER  SPACE  M„,   l<p<oo

CHARLES  FEFFERMAN  AND  HAROLD  S.  SHAPIRO

Abstract. The unit sphere of the Banach space M„ of Fourier

multipliers, K/><oo, is shown to contain a flat portion, i.e. a

portion of a plane having codimension one. The proof is based on

an elementary inequality, a generalization of the classical Bernoulli

inequality.

1. Introduction. A complex sequence Â = {2„}£L_œ is a multiplier (on

Fourier transforms of elements of LV(T)) if its M„-norm, defined as

sup ((J 12 wt *J7 (j 12 V'l" dtf)
over all complex sequences {c,J with only finitely many nonzero entries,

is finite. Here 1 ̂ p=\ oo, the integration is over the circle J, and dt stands

for normalized Haar measure. The following facts about the Banach

spaces Mp are well known (see for instance [1, Chapter 16]).

(a) M =MV, forp'=pl(p-\).

(b) For \'=\p<r=\2, Mv^Mr (the inclusions being strict).

(c) M1 is isometrically isomorphic (via Fourier transformation) to the

Banach space M(T) of bounded complex measures on T.

(à) M2=lx (here l*° = Lx(Z) denotes the Banach space of bounded

complex sequences) with equality of norms.

Sometimes it will be convenient to refer, rather than to X e Mv, to the

dual object (distribution) on T, conceived as a convolution operator from

L*(T) to L»(T).

2. The object of this note is to prove

Theorem I. For I</?<co, there exists a constant a(/?)>0 such that

whenever }. e Mv satisfies A0=0, ||A|| ̂ a(p), the norm of the multiplier

in Mv is 1.
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Remarks.    (1) Denoting by pi the sequence {/j.,,},

fin — 0,       »?í0,

= 1,       n = 0

(Fourier transform of the Haar measure on J), it is clear that fi is a point

on the unit sphere Sv of MP. Consider the hyperplane

H={leMp:X0 = 0}.

H+fi is a supporting hyperplane (of complex codimension one) to SP at

[i, and the geometric interpretation of Theorem 1 is that SP contains a

portion (relatively open nonempty subset) of this hyperplane.

(2) Fot p—2, in view of (d), the theorem is trivial, with oc(/7)=l. In

view of (a), therefore, we may (and shall) carry out the proof under the

assumption 2</><oo.

(3) The theorem is false for p=\ (or co); indeed S1 does not even

contain a (complex!) line segment.1

(4) The theorem is valid (with the same proof) for the corresponding

real Mp spaces; also (with obvious reformulation) when T is replaced by

any compact Abelian group.

The proof is based on an extension of Bernoulli's inequality.

Lemma. Let 2</?<co. There exist positive numbers aP, bp, Ap, Bv

such that, for every complex number z,

(2.1) 11 + z\* ^ 1 + p Re z + ap \z\2 + bp |z|",

(2.2) |1 +z\*< 1 +pRez + A],\z\* + Bp\z\*.

Remarks. (1) The exact range of aP, bp, Ap, BP for which these in-

equalities hold has been determined by L. Leindler [2].

(2) Of course (2.1) and (2.2) hold (trivially) also for p=2; notationally

it is convenient to exclude this case in the proof.

Proof of lemma.    Writing z=x+iy with x, y real, we have

|1 + z\" = (|(1 + x) + iy\y/2 = (1 + 2x + x2 + y2)*'2.

Hence, introducing the abbreviations c=p¡2> 1, s=x2-\-y2 the inequalities

to be proved take the form

(2.1') (1 + 2x + s)c ;> 1 + lex + as + bsc,

(2.2') (1 + 2x + s)c < 1 + 2cx + As + Bsc,

1 This is a consequence of equation (2.1.1) on p. 114 of the recent paper by Sten

Kaiser, Representations of tensor algebras as quotients of group algebras, Ark. Mat. 10

(1972), 107-141.
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where a, b, A, B are constants which may depend on c. In the following

we make no attempt to find optimal values for a, b, A, B.

Proof of (2.1').   We consider separately the cases s^32 and 5<32.

Case (i). j^32. It is easy to check that, for 5^32, 2x+(s¡2)=\0;

hence the left side of (2.1') is not less than

(*) (1 + (s¡2)y > (sliy = (l/4)(i/2)° + (3/4)(5/2)<.

Now, for s^32,

(l/4)(i/2)c = 2-c-V + 2-c-V

^ 2-c"V + 24c-4 + 2-c"45 ^ Cxsc + 1 + C2s

where Cx and C2 depend only on c. Thus (l/4)(i/2)c dominates three of the

four terms on the right side of (2.1'). Now in view of (*) we have only to

check that (3/4)(s/2)c5;2cx whereby it is clearly sufficient to restrict

attention to x^O. We consider two subcases, x^6 and x^6.

Ifx^6,

(3/4)(i/2)c ̂  (3/4)(16)c > (3/4)(16c) = 12c ̂  2cx.

Ifx^6,

(3/4)(s/2)c ^ (3/4)(x2/2)c ^ (3/4)3*xc > (3/4)(3c)x > 2cx,

completing the proof in Case (i).

Case (ii).   s<32. By the classical Bernoulli inequality [3, p. 34],

(1 + 2x + s)c S 1 + c(2x + s)

and for j<32 the right side exceeds \+2cx+(c¡2)s+(c¡2)(32)l-csc which

is (2.1') with a=c¡2, è = (c/2)(32)1-c. This completes the proof of (2.1').

Proof of (2.2').    First let us consider the function

/(/) = ((1 + It + t°-Y - 1 - 2ci)/(?2 + |i|2c)

for real values of t. By Bernoulli's inequality it is nonnegative, and as

/—>-0 it tends to the finite limit 2c2—c. Also, it tends to 1 as t—>-± oo. Hence

it is bounded by some positive number M (which depends on c), and we

have

(2.3) (1 + 2/ + t2y <\l +2ct + M(t°~ + |r|2c),   all t e R.

Now it is easy to prove (2.2'). It is convenient to write s=r2, where

r^O; clearly

(2.4) -r <\ x <; r.

Observe that (2.2') is equivalent to the proposition: for each fixed value

ofr^.0, the function

g(x) = 1 + 2cx + Ar2 + Br2c - (1 + 2x + r2)c
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is nonnegative for x in the range (2.4). Now, treating r as a constant, we

have

g"(x) = -4c(c - 1)(1 + 2x + r2y~2 < 0;

hence the proposition follows once we check that g(r) and g(—r) are

nonnegative, that is,

(1 + 2r + r2)c <j 1 + 2cr + Ar2 + Br2c

and the corresponding inequality with r replaced by — r. But these follow

from-(2.3), with A = B=M. This yields (2.2'), and concludes the proof of

the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. With the lemma in hand, the rest of the proof is

nearly a duplication of one given in [4] for the case p=4; for the con-

venience of the reader, we reproduce the argument here.

An immediate consequence of the lemma is:

If p denotes a positive measure of total mass one on some measure space,

and <f> a complex-valued function satisfying j"(Re <£) dp=0, then, for

2</><co,

(2.5) j\l + <f>\»dp^l+ aPj\<p\2 dp + b,j\4>\* dp,

(2.6) f|l + <p\'dp£l+ Apj\d>\2dp + Bjwdp.

Here aP, bp, Ap, Bp denote the same constants as in (2.1) and (2.2).

Now, denoting by u the distribution on T defined by w(«) = A„, Theorem

1 may be reformulated thus: there exists a constant a(p)>0 such that if û

has M „-norm not exceeding <*-(p), and f is any trigonometric polynomial,

(2.7) f|(l + u)*f\»dt <j\f\'dt

(here dt is normalized Haar measure on T, and "1" is the function identi-

cally equal to 1).

To prove (2.7) we may clearly assume 1 * f=f(0)¿¿0 (hence, by homo-

geneity, we may assume/(0)=l), since otherwise (2.7) holds whenever û

has MP-norm^l. Thus, write /= 1 +g, where g(0)=0. The proposition

to be proved now reads:

(2.8) f|l + («*g)|,,<íí^f|l + g|*rfí.

Substituting u * g for (f>, and dt for dp, in (2.6) gives

(2.9)     f|l+(u*g)r"</t^ l+y*pf|«*g|adi + B, \u*g\»dt.
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Now, assuming that convolution with u is a bounded operator from Lv to

Lp with norm ^oc, and recalling that the Lr—>L2 norm of a convolution

operator cannot exceed the Lv^>-Lv norm, we get from (2.9)

(2.10) f|l + (u * gWdt ^ 1 + Ay- [\g\-dt + Bpa.»[\g\>dt.

But, from (2.5), with <¡>=g, dp=dt,

(2.11) f|l + g\"dt =■ 1 + ajlgfdt + bJ\g\'dt.

Comparing (2.10) and (2.11), we see that the desired inequality (2.8)

holds if Aj,xz^ap, BpoLp^bir Thus (2.8) holds if the Mp-norm of û does

not exceed v.(p), where

v.(p) = mm[(aPlApyi\ (bJBpy'p],

completing the proof of Theorem 1.

A final remark: We have exhibited a planar face on the unit sphere Sp

of Mp passing through one particular point ¡i (the sequence corresponding

to Haar measure on J); of course, then there is also a face containing zp,,

where z is any complex number of modulus one. But, are there other

essentially different ones? It might be of some interest to investigate this,

and the related question: which points of S„ lie in the (relative) interior

of planar faces?
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